Minutes of Ninewa WASH Cluster meeting

Venue

Solidarites International Office, Mosul

Date and time

09th Jan, 10.30 AM

Participants

DOW,FRC,ICRC,ISLAMIC RELIEF,MERCY CORPS,OXFAM,PAH,PEKAWA,PHA,PIN,PWS,RIRP,RNVDO,SI,TEARFUND,WVI

Chair/Co Chair

SI, Interim focal point for the Ninewa WASH cluster: Alice Hooper, msl.fc@solidarites-iraq.org

Agenda
Cluster updates

Discussion
•

Action Points

WATER SUPPLY:
Oxfam: finalize the rehabilitation of compact unit in al Hather and increase the
capacity from 200 m3 to 900 m3 and supply with installation two pumps to Aski
Mosul.
IRI: install water pipes in the old city in Mosul and are about to implement
compact unit with coordination with DoW in al Resala neighbourhood and have
projects in Al Jaddaa camp for distribution 1800 HK and few items of
winterization. RI will implement open channel to control the floods there.
Tearfund: Implementing extension of water pipes in Wana and implement
hygiene promotion in Dawasa and are about to implement 2 projects, the first in
Salamya camp 1,2 to provide them with elevated tank (60 m3). Tearfund
communicated with ACTED and are waiting the security assessment to be able to
visit the camps. The fund is confirmed and the other project in Jaddaa camp we
have project for rehabilitation the latrines.
ACF: Received 10 BoQs from DoW but will take only five of them. About to begin
the rehabilitation of water supply network in (Al Sihha 1-2, Al Methaq, Al
Entisar). Will begin next week and are now communicating with DoM to provide
trash bins to those areas.
World Vision: Rehabilitating 3 pipes in Talaffar and 4 bore holes in the villages of
(Owenat, Msherfa, Tal Smeel, Abo Khashab). Also doing rehabilitation of wash
facilities in 9 schools in Talaffar.
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PIM: Rehabilitation of 30 public infrastructures and the wash facilities in the
public centers and schools and hygiene promotion in those schools.
Mercy corps: Rehabilitation of WTP in Badosh and doing 2 WPS in Mosul and 4
WPS in Tal Affar and rehabilitation of Bore hole in Rabeaa and Sinjar.
DoW: Will rehabilitate the old left bank project and will start in couple days. The
project includes 11 filters because currently there are 22 filters and they are not
enough because now we are pumping a lot of water and more than the capacity
of the 22 filters.
Oxfam: in al Hather there is a problem in the design the compact unit which is
that there is a pipe supplying raw water to the treated water and then the
station pumps the water to people.
PWJ: Completed 2 projects in Zummar about water network and rehabilitation of
elevated water tank and distribution of winterization items in Sinoni. Also
working on the rehabilitation of the water network inside sinjar - 3.4km
SI: Two new projects, the first starts in the beginning of Feb in Al Namroud camp
for wash activities and the other is wash out of camp in Muhallabiya and it will
begin in March.
ACTED ( by email) The ACTED planned to rehabilitate the water infrastructure
(Larger , medium and small scale), we managed to secure the fund and did
assessment for 14 locations ( detail is given in attached list) and remaining few
assessment will be done soon.
•

SANITATION:
IRI: Assisting through cash for work project, hiring 630 people for cleaning the
sewage network and rehabilitation of 5 sewerage station in Mosul for pumping
sewage water to valleys.
Mercy corps: Conducting emergency desludging at Jaddaa camp 5,6 for 1 week
only.
FRC: this week FRC started distributing 2500 trash bins of 120 liter, one for each
house in 6 neighbouhood and 500 trash bins of 660 litter. Noted that most of the
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families ask for plastic bags.
Mercy corps: we will distribute 1100 trash bins of 1.1 m3 in Rabeaa, Sinuni,
Zummar and Mosul.
The cluster discussed the need to focus on collecting the garbage from trash bins
and communicate with the DoS to complement the distribution of trash bins.
Pekawa: doing medical waste collection and treatment in Azhelila, Mosul, Tikrit
SI: For SI’s most recent project the team communicated with municipality about
collecting garbage after SI’s activity finished. The SI activity collected the solid
waste for 3 days a week in Tawafa, Dor Al Sukkar, Al Sumoud and Mamoon.
•

HYGIENE :
Wash partner: we did a project of hygiene promotion and we trained 30 persons
from the community and they gave hygiene promotion in Wana and Dawasa.
WaSH partner: we distribute hygiene kits to 15 PHCs.
FRC: we did hygiene promotion in 6 schools in old city (2000 beneficiaries)

AOB

•

•

WaSH partner: we did hygiene promotion in Salamya 1,2 and Hammam Ali 1,2
and distribution of hygiene kits.
Mercy corps: we have a project decommissioning, so if partners have
decommissioning which need support or know of a camp closure, please contact
Mercy Corps directly.
ACTED assessments: ACTED planned to rehabilitate the water infrastructure
(Larger, medium and small scale), and managed to secure the fund and did
assessment for 14 locations (detail is given in list attached to the WASH minutes)
and remaining few assessment will be done soon.

Contact wakeel.ahmad@acted.org for more details on the
assessments

Next step, ACTED have developed the scoring criteria for evaluation and
selection of the area, we will finalize the site selection process probably by end
of next week and will share the final list with you.
•

Discussion around pre-positioning of emergency goods for more potential
flooding in the next few months.
Regarding floods: Unicef did a project in Salamya 1,2 to control the floods.

Contact younibrahim@mercycorps.org for
decommissioning support
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Oxfam have a stock for contingency; 1800 winterisation kits
IR also have contingency stocks
•

Next Meeting date:

Partners reported that the alerting mechanism of areas affected by flooding
(email from Ninewa WASH Cluster, partners report areas of concern) worked
well during the December floods. Partners suggested strong links with the CCCM
cluster to alert WASH partners of challenges within camps.

Ninewa WASH Cluster will operate in the same way for new
floods, and will seek to strengthen the links between
Ninewa CCCM and WASH Cluster.

6th or 13th of February 2019 in Mosul
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